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Abstract—In this paper, we consider iterative detection over
bandpass channels that introduce an unknown phase rotation
in the transmitted signal. This work focuses on the compar-
ison between two adaptive detection strategies for trellis-based
coded modulation: limited-tree-search (LTS) detection, ob-
tained by reducing a tree search to a limited trellis search, and
truncated-memory (TM) detection, based on channel-memory
truncation, which automatically leads to a trellis search. Both
strategies are used to derive trellis-based forward-backward
(FB) algorithms. A quantitative analysis based on simulations,
with various coding and modulation schemes, is carried out to
evaluate and compare the two approaches. The results show that
the channel-phase dynamics should significantly influence the
choice of the detection strategy: For low-phase variations, LTS
algorithms are a simple and reasonable choice, while for moderate
to fast phase variations, TM algorithms show a considerable
robustness.

Index Terms—Adaptive iterative detection, noncoherent detec-
tion, truncated-memory detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

VARIOUS modern communication systems employ (or will
employ in the future) powerful coding techniques, which

consist of either serial or parallel concatenated convolutional
codes (SCCCs and PCCCs) through interleavers, collectively
known as turbo codes. The decoding of turbo codes is performed
using iterative techniques, which offer excellent performance
with limited complexity [1]–[3]. In many practical bandpass
communication systems, the carrier phase needs to be estimated
before the data can be decoded. This task becomes particularly
difficult for turbo codes, since the operating signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is very low. In addition, the task of phase estimation
is more critical for dense constellations, as the ones typical of
bandwidth efficient trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [4].

A low-complexity separate detection and decoding strategy
can be realized by augmenting the coherent iterative decoder by
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a phase estimator, e.g., a decision-directed phase-locked loop
(DD-PLL) that operates on the raw coded symbols and provides
a “derotated” observation to the rest of the decoder [5]. It was
observed in [6] that this technique is insufficient at medium-
phase dynamics. A more advanced structure consists of the re-
ceiver described above, where the phase estimator is aided by
hard- or soft-decision feedback from the iterative decoder [7]. In
particular, in [6], the coherent iterative decoder was augmented
by a block, called the adaptive soft demodulator (A-SODEM),
which processes soft decisions from the decoder and feeds back
soft decisions to the decoder, while jointly recovering the phase.
Thus, the A-SODEM does not explicitly account for the struc-
ture of the output sequence due to the channel code, but only im-
plicitly, by utilizing the soft decisions generated in the iterative
decoding process. Since the decoding and detection/estimation
tasks are still segregated in this structure, performance degrades
for high phase dynamics [6]. A similar separate detection and
decoding scheme was also considered in [8], where differential
encoding—rather than pilot symbol-assisted modulation—was
used to transmit the coded symbols and was taken into account
in the A-SODEM.

More powerful algorithms are based on combined detection
and decoding strategies, where, as the term suggests, the
tasks of decoding and detection/estimation are performed in
a joint manner.1 One approach is to appropriately quantize
the unknown phase and to apply well-known data-detection
techniques (e.g., the BCJR algorithm [9]) on the supertrellis
composed of the unknown data and the unknown quantized
phase [10], [11]. In this paper, we do not consider this approach.
Instead, we focus on combined detection and decoding strate-
gies that treat the unknown phase as a continuous parameter. In
this context, two classes of algorithms that have appeared in the
literature [6], [8] will be discussed and compared. They both
are forward-backward (FB) algorithms, i.e., they both consist
of forward and backward add-compare-select (or sum-product)
steps operating on a trellis and are aided by some sort of
(implicit or explicit) per-survivor parameter estimation. The
basic difference between these two groups of algorithms resides
in the approach entailed by the specific detection strategy.

1It is noted that combined detection and decoding strategies do not allow
the use of a channel interleaver, i.e., an interleaver following the modulator.
Channel interleaving is common when transmitting over a fading channel. How-
ever, since this paper considers only phase variations, channel interleaving is not
necessary.
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Fig. 1. Serially concatenated coding scheme with combined detection and
decoding: transmitter, channel, and adaptive iterative decoder.

The first class of algorithms is related to the general approach
to adaptive soft-input–soft-output (SISO) algorithms, proposed
in [12] and specialized in [6], to the case of a phase-uncertain
channel. The basic idea is that, since the channel memory is
infinite, the generation of any soft output would require the
introduction of a sequence tree, where each path leading to a
different leaf would represent a specific information sequence.
In [6], only a portion of the entire sequence tree is considered.
In particular, the entire tree is folded/pruned to a trellis of
arbitrary size (depending on the required complexity). We refer
to this as the limited-tree-search (LTS) approach . It is noted
that along each of the retained paths, the LTS algorithm keeps
track of the entire infinite memory of the channel by means
of recursive estimators, based on DD-PLLs.

The second class of algorithms is related to the work in [8],
[13], and [14], where the infinite memory of the channel is “a
priori” truncated. Once the memory truncation is performed,
the system given by the channel and a possible channel encoder
collapses to a finite state machine (FSM) and an FB algorithm
can be derived accordingly. As it turns out, this type of algorithm
can be interpreted as performing implicit parameter estimation
by means of calculating branch metrics based on a “sliding
window” of observations. These algorithms will be referred
to as truncated-memory (TM) algorithms. It is important to
observe that since both LTS algorithms and TM algorithms
are trellis-based algorithms, the main difference lies in the
branch metrics.

In this paper, we propose a direct comparison between
the LTS and TM detection strategies, both for combined
detection and decoding and separate detection and decoding
schemes—the major focus is on the structure of the algo-
rithms, rather than on the receiver scheme (either separate
or combined). The main goal of this paper is to quantify the
performance difference between the two considered detection
strategies. This is an interesting and relatively not clear compar-
ison, which has seldom been treated explicitely in the literature.
In fact, while a single possible detection strategy is considered
and evaluated in most of the published works, in this paper we
directly compare the two proposed detection strategies with
the same communication schemes. Moreover, since the two
detection strategies are described with similar formulations,
the obtained performance comparison is even more immediate
and meaningful. This allows us to gain further insights into
the design of adaptive receivers for phase-uncertain channels,

Fig. 2. Parallel concatenated coding scheme with combined detection and
decoding: transmitter, channel, and iterative decoder constituted by two
adaptive component decoders.

making clear its dependence on the channel dynamics. In order
to achieve high performance in very fast-varying channels, pilot
symbols are periodically inserted in the transmitted sequence.
The pilot symbols can be inserted in several points of the
encoder structure. Their insertion leads to schemes that are
antirotational invariant [15] and, consequently, noncoherently
noncatastrophic [16]; that is, the unknown phase rotation
introduced by the channel does not lead to any catastrophic
behavior.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the transmission systems and the channel model are described.
Section III presents a summary of the LTS and TM detection
strategies for the phase-uncertain channel and their specific im-
plementation details. Numerical results are shown in Section IV
and concluding remarks are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEMS AND CHANNEL MODEL

The proposed schemes are presented according to the clas-
sification introduced in Section I, i.e., combined detection
and decoding schemes and separate detection and decoding
schemes. In the first case, we consider SCCC- and PCCC-based
structures. In the second case, for the sake of conciseness, we
consider a PCCC-based structure only. The proposed analysis,
however, can be generalized to any code network [3].

A. Combined Detection and Decoding

The equivalent baseband discrete-time transmission system
when considering an SCCC is shown in Fig. 1. The bit se-
quence is encoded using an outer code and is interleaved
using a symbol- or bit-wise interleaver. The resulting sequence
of -ary symbols is coded by an inner code, producing
the coded sequence . The resulting coded symbols are fur-
ther mapped to the complex symbols and are transmitted
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over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel that, in
addition, introduces an unknown carrier phase offset. The sta-
tistics of the phase process need not be specified at this point.
The complex equivalent signal can be written, after a suitable
discretization process, as

(1)

where represents the discrete-time phase process2 and
are independent and identically distributed complex noise

samples with independent real and imaginary components
of equal variance . The receiver consists of an adaptive
inner block that jointly estimates the phase and produces soft
information on symbols and a nonadaptive outer block
that produces soft decisions on , as well as hard decisions
for . The details of the inner adaptive decoder, which can
be either an LTS or a TM algorithm, are discussed in the next
section.

In Fig. 2, a transmission scheme employing a PCCC is
shown. In this case, the PCCC is constituted by two component
recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes. For simplicity,
rate-1/2 RSC codes are considered. After possible puncturing,
the sequences of information and coded bits are serialized,
mapped to a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) constellation
and transmitted over the channel. At the receiver side, the turbo
decoder consists of two adaptive component decoders. It should
be emphasized at this point that a combined detection scheme
for PCCCs, such as the one described here, can become quite
complicated when higher order constellations are used, as was
demonstrated in [6]. Thus, only BPSK modulation is consid-
ered in this case, while higher modulations are considered in
conjunction with separate detection and decoding, as described
in the following subsection.

B. Separate Detection and Decoding

Separate detection and decoding schemes can be constructed
by simply augmenting the coherent decoder with an A-SODEM
module. Such a scheme, considered in Fig. 3, is desirable for
PCCCs combined with high-order constellations. In particular,
in this figure we refer to a binary turbo code with rate 1/3
(without puncturing) or 1/2 (with puncturing). At each epoch,
three or two output bits are mapped to an 8-ary phase-shift
keying (8-PSK) or a quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK)
symbol , respectively. At the receiver side, there is an inner
A-SODEM that recovers the unknown phase rotation and gen-
erates reliability values on each component bit of a modulated
symbol, relying on the transmitted pilot symbols. These soft
values are passed to a turbo decoder.

III. DETECTION STRATEGIES FOR THE

PHASE-UNCERTAIN CHANNEL

Upon the assumption of perfect channel-state information
(CSI) at the receiver, the channel-phase realization is known.
In this case, corresponding to coherent detection, the branch

2It is assumed that the continuous-time phase process is slow as compared
with the symbol duration and, thus, a symbol-spaced matched filter provides
sufficient statistics for detection.

Fig. 3. Parallel concatenated coding scheme with separate detection and
decoding: transmitter, channel, and iterative decoder constituted by the
concatenation of an A-SODEM and a coherent turbo decoder.

metrics of an FB algorithm can be computed exactly, based
on the known Gaussian distribution of the additive noise. If
CSI is not available at the receiver, the detection problem
becomes more complicated. In this case, however, the concept
of per-survivor processing (PSP), which is a general approach
to detection where the unknown parameters are estimated along
each path of the trellis of a suitable FSM [17], can be applied
to derive FB algorithms.

In this section, we briefly summarize two options for gener-
ating symbol-by-symbol soft decision information in the pres-
ence of an unknown channel phase, based on the works in [6]
and [14]. Our goal is to clearly show how the formulations of
two substantially different detection approaches can be unified,
which simplifies the task of properly comparing the two detec-
tion strategies. The development is based on an isolated FSM
that models different blocks, depending on the particular en-
coding/decoding strategy. For instance, it models

1) the inner encoder, in the case of combined detection and
decoding of SCCCs;

2) each of the constituent encoders, in the case of combined
detection and decoding of PCCCs;

3) the uncoded sequence in the case of separate detection
and decoding.

This FSM can also model expanded versions of the above
blocks, i.e., we might want to utilize an FSM with 16 states
to describe a four-state encoder, in order to account for the
memory due to the unknown phase process.

The FSM is defined by a state and a transition
. At epoch , the output symbol is emitted.

At the receiver, a suitable front-end processing is considered,
leading to one sample per symbol interval, as shown in
(1). The notation is used to denote a sequence of symbols

, . Finally, we assume a length infor-
mation sequence and denote for brevity (similarly,
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). The starting point of both soft-output detection
strategies is the calculation of the a posteriori probability

(2)

where the symbol indicates proportionality and the notation
indicates all information sequences compatible with

. The different detection strategies are based on different ap-
proaches to the computation of the conditional probability den-
sity function (pdf) on the right-hand side of (2).

A. LTS Adaptive FB Algorithms

The basic idea of the LTS approach is to view the set of
all possible sequences as paths of a depth- tree.
Searching over all these sequences is required to obtain the
exact solution to the detection problem. The LTS algorithm
approximates this solution by reducing the “optimal” tree
search over all possible sequences to a limited number of
sequences, according to a tree-pruning strategy. In particular,
by choosing the Viterbi algorithm as the pruning strategy,
the sequence tree reduces to a trellis where the generic
state is . The parameter

is a design choice and determines the expanded
trellis size, with respect to the encoder trellis, whose state3

is . A transition in the expanded trellis is indicated by
. In this case, the

quantity on the right-hand side of (2) can be approximated as
[6]

(3)

where and are forward- and backward-phase
estimates, respectively, which are obtained as described in the
following. For the sake of simplicity, we will simply use the
notation to indicate an estimate of —the dependence on a
state should be clear from the context. By defining

(4)

(5)

(6)

the soft output on the right-hand side of (3), generated by an
adaptive LTS algorithm that we denote by , can be
written as

(7)

3N = 1 corresponds to the case S = s , i.e., there is no trellis expansion.

It is important to remark that we explicitly consider the depen-
dence on the observation and the phase estimate only in the
expression of the branch metric4 , assuming an implicit
dependence on it in the expressions of the quantities and

. In [6], it is shown that the branch metric
characterizing the completion operation (7) can be written as

(8)
where is either or (see [6] for details) and

(9)

(10)

where the meaning of the parameter , which is related to the re-
cursive phase-estimation strategy, is clarified below. The quan-
tities and in (7) can be computed by means
of forward and backward recursions, during which the forward
and backward phase estimates, respectively, are computed.

Let us consider the forward recursion. In general, it can be
written as

(11)

The phase estimate is updated in a PSP fashion, using a first-
order PLL. The PLL update equation is given by

(12)

where the transition (and the corresponding beginning
state ) is the one determined by an add-compare-select
operation similar to the one in (11), derived by exchanging the
summation operation by a maximization operation

. Finally, the parameter determines the PLL band-
width. The backward recursion, during which a backward phase
estimate is updated, is similar to the forward recursion.

At this point, we would like to emphasize that the LTS
algorithm only keeps and updates a limited number of phase
estimates. Each of these estimates corresponds to each of the
survivors, i.e., each of the tree paths that are explored in the
limited tree-search procedure. However, due to the recursive
nature of the parameter update equations, the entire memory
of the channel is retained in each of these estimates. [For this
reason, this class of adaptive algorithms is also referred to as
closed-loop (CL) adaptive algorithms.] This is a unique char-
acteristic of the LTS algorithm and is also one of its drawbacks
for fast phase dynamics, as will be evident from the results of
Section IV. In all the considered transmission schemes with
the LTS detection strategy, pilot symbols are inserted in the
output-modulated symbols, as indicated in Figs. 1–3.

4The term “metric” usually refers to the logarithmic domain. For extension,
we use the same term that is also in the probabilistic domain.
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B. TM Adaptive FB Algorithms

A TM-FB algorithm can be derived by approximating the ex-
pression in (2) as [14]

(13)

where the expanded state and transition are defined as in the
LTS case, i.e., , and

. However, in this case, the parameter is not chosen
to limit the search over a reduced number of information se-
quences, as in the case of the LTS algorithm. Rather, the param-
eter is chosen to partially account for the memory induced
by the unknown channel-phase rotation through a window of
symbols. In particular, the integer , originally introduced as
the phase-memory parameter in [18], quantifies the amount of
channel memory taken into account in the trellis diagram of the
considered detection block. By defining

(14)

(15)

(16)

it follows that the soft output on the right-hand side of (3), gen-
erated by a TM algorithm, that is denoted by , can be
written as

(17)
It is possible to show that the quantities and
can be calculated via forward and backward recursions, respec-
tively, as [14]

(18)

(19)

At this point, we emphasize that once the memory truncation is
performed in (13), the TM-FB algorithm runs on a finite trellis
(defined by the states ). In other words, no additional tree
pruning is required. This is a subtle (since the final formulation
of the two approaches is very similar) but substantial difference
from the LTS algorithm described in the previous section.

The specific expression for the branch metric depends
on the channel model. Following the approach in [18] and [19],
the phase rotation will be modeled as a random variable with
uniform distribution in , constant for the window of
length . This leads to the following expression for the branch
metric:

(20)

Even though the above expression is derived under a simpli-
fying assumption for the phase process, the memory-truncation
assumption allows the algorithm to cope with more practical
time-varying phase processes, as will be demonstrated in Sec-
tion IV, where the derived algorithm will be applied to chan-
nels characterized by more realistic phase process models (e.g.,
random walk).

Comparing the expressions in (9) and (20), it can be observed
that there is no explicit phase estimate involved in the branch
metric . However, by proper manipulations and slight
approximations, it is possible to interpret this branch metric
as implicitly performing phase estimation, based on a window
of consecutive observations. More precisely, observing that

for sufficiently large and that, for a generic
complex number , , (20) can be
approximated as

(21)

where the implicit phase estimates are defined as

(22)

(23)

If , then (21) can be further approximated as

(24)

For a constant channel-phase rotation, the last approximation
is sensible for large enough [20], [21], while for a time-
varying channel-phase rotation, an optimal value of exists,
as will be evident from the numerical results in Section IV.
Moreover, the final expression in (24) is formally identical
to the corresponding metric for the LTS approach in (9) and
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Fig. 4. BER of an SCCC with TM and LTS inner decoding algorithm,
for phase-jitter standard-deviation � = 5 and � = 10 . The spectral
efficiency is 1 b/s/Hz. For comparison, the performance of the equivalent
coherent scheme is shown. In all cases, ten decoding iterations are considered.

clearly shows the connection between and

the implicit TM phase estimate in (22). Since the TM
phase estimate depends on the current observation window, two
consecutive estimates and are not explicitly related
by a recursive formula. In this sense, it possible to interpret
the phase-estimation strategy embedded in (24) as open-loop
(OL) phase estimation, as opposed to the CL estimation in
LTS algorithms. In all the considered transmission schemes
with the TM detection strategy, pilot symbols are inserted in
the input information stream, as indicated in Figs. 1–3.

As can be seen from the definition of the receiver state ,
one of the major drawbacks of the TM algorithm is the expo-
nential increase of the receiver number of states as a function
of the phase memory parameter . In other words, both the
channel memory and the trellis size are controlled by a single
design parameter . This drawback can be overcome by ap-
plying recently introduced state-reduction techniques for FB al-
gorithms [14], [22], [23]. The receiver trellis state is redefined as

, where the reduced-state
parameter quantifies the state reduction. In this way,
the window size (which determines the quality of the implicit
phase estimate) can be chosen independently of the trellis size
(which is controlled by the parameter and basically dictates
the complexity of the algorithm).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The performance of the proposed receivers is assessed by
means of computer simulations mainly in terms of bit-error
rate (BER) and frame-error rate (FER) versus , being
the received energy per information bit. The SNR loss due
to the insertion of pilot symbols is accounted for in all the
results presented herein. In all cases, pilot symbol is
inserted every symbols. The performance of the considered
systems under dynamic channel conditions is investigated. The
time-varying phase process used in the simulations is
a random walk with independent Gaussian increments, with
variance over a signaling interval equal to . In the following,

we will also assume that any adaptive FB algorithm is in the
min-sum form (although the algorithms were developed in
the sum-product form in Section III), while any coherent FB
algorithm is the standard BCJR algorithm [9]. In all presented
results, we assume that the initial forward and backward phase
estimates (only forward in the TM case and both in the LTS case)
are ideal. This assumption is justified, since insertion of an initial
and a final training sequence results in negligible bandwidth
efficiency and energy loss for the considered code-word lengths.
It is noted that, in all the systems examined in this work, a
number of simulations were run to roughly optimize the different
system parameters (e.g., , , , , etc.). However, for
conciseness, only a small number of these results are presented
in order to demonstrate the main conclusions.

The LTS and TM algorithms are first compared considering
iterative decoding of two SCCCs using combined detection and
decoding. The first SCCC consists of an outer four-state rate-1/2
convolutional code connected through a length-1024 pseudo-
random interleaver to an inner four-state rate-2/3 convolutional
code.5 The respective generator matrices are given by

(25)

The output symbols are mapped to an 8-PSK constellation with
natural mapping, resulting in an overall code of spectral effi-
ciency 1 b/s/Hz. The numerical results for this system, in terms
of BER, are shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, the idealized per-
formance of the equivalent coherent receiver, i.e., with perfect
phase reference, is also shown. In all cases, ten decoding it-
erations are considered. In the TM case, for increasing phase
jitter, the performance improves by reducing the window size

( for and for ) and
the state-reduction level ( for and for

). For the case of LTS-based phase estimation, the
considered number of decoder states is 4 and 16, for
and , respectively, so that the overall complexity of the
LTS- and TM-based receivers is roughly the same. Simulation
results show that for , the performance of the LTS- and
TM-based receivers are almost identical at BER values of prac-
tical importance. When increasing the phase jitter to , the
LTS scheme shows a performance loss of 0.5 dB with respect to
the TM scheme. A possible explanation for this degradation is
that LTS estimation may result in losses of lock, from which it
is difficult to recover. We remark that the LTS scheme requires a
double number of pilot symbols to obtain a performance similar
to that of the TM scheme. However, with the considered values
of in the two cases (16 for the TM scheme and eight for the
LTS scheme), in order to support the same information rate, the
LTS scheme requires a bandwidth expansion of only 7% with
respect to the TM scheme. Similar conclusions can be drawn by
looking at the FER curves (not shown here).

The second considered SCCC consists of an outer four-state
rate-2/3 nonrecursive convolutional code and an inner four-state
rate-3/3 recursive convolutional code, connected through a

5The constituent codes in all SCCC and PCCC schemes examined herein are
properly terminated using tail bits.
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Fig. 5. BER of an SCCC with TM and LTS inner decoding algorithm,
for phase-jitter standard-deviation � = 5 and � = 10 . The spectral
efficiency is 2 b/s/Hz. For comparison, the performance of the equivalent
coherent scheme is shown. In all cases, ten decoding iterations are considered.

length-1024 symbol interleaver [24]. The outer encoder is
obtained by parallelizing two identical encoders with generator

as in (25) and puncturing every other coded bit. The
inner code is essentially the antirotational invariant version
of Code 1 in [25]. As in the previously considered SCCC,
the three output bits are mapped to an 8-PSK symbol with
natural mapping. The spectral efficiency of the overall code is
then 2 b/s/Hz. The performance of the LTS and TM schemes
is shown in Fig. 5 and is compared with the performance of
the equivalent coherent system. In all cases, ten decoding
iterations are considered. In the LTS case, the best performance
is obtained with , while in the TM case, the best
performance is obtained with . In the latter case, for
increasing phase dynamics the best performance is obtained
by considering a reduced observation window ( for

and for ). Results on the FER (not
shown here) revealed similar behavior.

The performance of the two considered detection strategies
for this communication system has been further analyzed by
evaluating the SNR that is necessary to obtain a prescribed BER
of , at ten decoding iterations, as a function of the jitter
standard-deviation . Results are presented in Fig. 6. Two
curves for each of the two detection strategies are shown. In the
LTS case, one curve corresponds to , while the other
curve is obtained by optimizing the insertion rate for each spe-
cific value of the phase-noise-jitter standard-deviation . In
the TM case, both curves correspond to the optimized value

: one corresponds to the case with ,
while the other curve refers to the case with .
As one can see, the LTS detection strategy is better than the
TM detection strategy for low-phase jitter standard deviation,
while it worsens for increasing standard deviation. On the other
hand, the TM approach is more robust at high phase dynamics
and the required SNR to attain the desired BER is almost con-
stant for . Moreover, the optimized value in the TM
case does not seem to depend on the phase-jitter standard-devi-

Fig. 6. E =N required to obtain a BER of 10 at ten decoding iterations
versus the phase-jitter standard-deviation � . Both the TM and LTS strategies
are considered.

Fig. 7. BER of a PCCC with TM and LTS component decoding algorithms,
for phase-jitter standard-deviation � = 5 and � = 10 . For comparison,
the performance of the equivalent coherent scheme is shown. In all cases, ten
decoding iterations are considered. N = 16 in all the adaptive cases.

ation . As shown in Fig. 5, for increasing phase jitter, the TM
scheme with a short observation window ( ) outperforms
the one with a larger observation window ( ). The same
analysis was carried out with the other considered communica-
tion systems, as well as with FER as the performance measure,
and the same conclusion was reached: there is a threshold value
for on the order of 1–2 , such that LTS is better than TM for

values lower than the threshold and TM is better than LTS
for values higher than the threshold.

In Fig. 7 the performance of the PCCC scheme with combined
detection and decoding is shown. The component encoders are
as in [1], with an inner pseudorandom interleaver of length
1024. BPSK modulation is used, resulting in an overall rate
of 1/2 and spectral efficiency of 0.5 b/s/Hz. In all cases, 10
decoding iterations are considered. It can be seen that the
performance of the LTS-based receiver is 1.5 dB worse than
that of the TM-based receiver (at a BER of ) for ,
while the LTS-based receiver does not work at all for .
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Fig. 8. FER of a PCCC with TM and LTS component decoding algorithm
for phase-jitter standard-deviation � = 5 and � = 10 . For comparison,
the performance of the equivalent coherent scheme is shown. In all cases, ten
decoding iterations are considered. N = 16 in all the adaptive cases.

To further investigate this difference in performance between
the TM and LTS schemes, the FER is shown in Fig. 8. The fact
that the LTS scheme is slightly better than the TM scheme (for

) in terms of FER while the situation is reversed in
terms of BER, shows that a catastrophic behavior is observed
each time a frame error occurs in the LTS scheme, which is
very likely related to the loss of lock in the PLL. This behavior
was not noticed when considering SCCCs, in which case there
is substantial agreement between the BER curves and the FER
curves. A possible explanation is based on the fact that the first
component decoder of the turbo receiver can use a reduced
number of channel observables (due to puncturing). Hence,
the very first iteration is less effective than in the SCCC case
so that, if the observations are noisy, the LTS-based iterative
receiver for a PCCC does not recover (in other words, the
embedded PLL cannot recover the channel-phase rotation).

Finally, in Fig. 9, the performance of the PCCC-based
separate detection and decoding scheme considered in Fig. 3
is shown. The purpose of these simulations is not to compare
between separate and combined strategies (see [6] for such a
comparison), but rather to compare LTS and TM strategies in
the specific case of separate detection/decoding. In this case,
the PCCC is almost identical to the combined scheme [1]
described earlier. The only difference is that at every epoch
the two output bits are mapped to a QPSK symbol with Gray
mapping, resulting in an overall spectral efficiency of 1 b/s/Hz.
At the receiver side, the inner A-SODEM uses either the TM
detection algorithm or the LTS detection algorithm. The iterative
detection and decoding process can be characterized by
external iterations between the A-SODEM and the inner turbo
decoder and by internal iterations in the turbo decoder. The
performance of the proposed adaptive algorithms is compared
with the performance of the corresponding coherent scheme.
In all cases, the number of external iterations is set to 5. In
the LTS case, for , the performance for (that
is, there is only a single state) is shown, which is the same

Fig. 9. BER of the separate scheme with rate-1/2 PCCC and QPSK
output modulation. In all cases, I = 5 external iterations between the
A-SODEM and the turbo decoder are considered. Various numbers I of inner
decoding iterations are considered. In the LTS case, the adaptive algorithm is
characterized by N = 1 for � = and by N = 2 for � = 10 . In the TM
case, the detection algorithm is characterized by (N;Q) = (8; 4).

for and internal decoding iterations. The best
performance is obtained in this case by considering .
When increasing the phase jitter to , the performance
for and internal decoding iterations is shown.
As one can see, the loss with respect to the coherent limit
is significant. Increasing the pilot insertion rate to , a
performance improvement of approximately 3 dB is observed
at a BER of . In the TM case, the A-SODEM uses the
proposed noncoherent algorithm with :
and internal decoding iterations are considered. For

, the best performance is obtained with , while
for with . Both for and ,
increasing from 2 to 3 leads to a performance improvement
of less than 0.3 dB. The complexity with is
roughly comparable to the performance of the perfect CSI
scheme with decoding iterations. As one can see, the
TM approach is more robust to strong phase variations with a
reduced insertion rate with respect to the LTS case, i.e., with
a reduced bandwidth expansion. However, this comes at the
expense of an increased number of states in the A-SODEM
( corresponds to 64 states).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two different detection strategies were com-
pared for the decoding of turbo codes in the presence of
a random channel-phase rotation. The first is based on a
limited-tree-search detection approach, while the second is
based on a truncated-memory detection approach. In both
cases, a suitable finite-state trellis can be identified. In the LTS
adaptive algorithms, an explicit closed-loop phase estimate
is considered. It is possible to interpret the TM adaptive
algorithms as embedding an implicit open-loop phase estimate.
The performance of the two detection algorithms was evaluated
considering combined iterative detection and decoding schemes
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and separate detection and decoding schemes for SCCC and
PCCC with various modulation formats. Extensive simulation
results consistently showed that there is a threshold, in terms of
the phase process standard deviation , above (below) which
the TM (LTS) detection strategy is more appropriate. The
practical significance of this result is that, depending on the
channel dynamics, the complexity, and the robustness require-
ments of a particular system, one should carefully choose one
of the two strategies in order to optimize the performance/com-
plexity tradeoff for the particular system under consideration.
Moreover, in the case of the PCCC scheme, the two strategies
compared differently in terms of BER and FER performance.
This might suggest that the choice of the detection strategy
should depend, in some cases, not only on the phase noise level
but also on the specific system’s performance measure to be
maximized.
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